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ANALOGICAL DEDUCTION VIA A
CALCULUS OF PREDICABLES

Joseph P Li Vecchi

Abstract: This article identifies and Ibrmalizes the logical features of anal
ogous terms that justif~’ their use in deduction. After a survey of doctrines
iii Aristotle, Aquinas, and Cajetan, the criteria of “analogy of proper pro
portionality” are symbolized in first-order predicate logic. A common
genus justifies use of a com mon term, hut does not provide the inferential
link required for deduction. Rather, the respective d~ffe;cniiae Ibster this
link through their identical proportion. A natural—language algu ment by
analogy is formalized so as to exhibit these criteria, thereby showing the
validity of analogical deduction.

1. INTRODUCTION

Medieval and modern logicians typically agree with Aristotle that a term is
univocal ifin different cases it corresponds to the same i-ational content, and
equivocal if in different cases its corresponds to different rational content.
They agree also that a syllogism is valid if and only if premises entail con
clusion with the force of logical necessity, and that such entailment iequiies
a non—equivocal middle termY However, these logical traditions differ about
whether the middle term of a valid syllogism must be univocal. Thomas de
Vio Gaetano (1469—1534), known as Cajetan to the Anglophone world,
holds with Aristotle and Aquinas that a valid syllogism may alternatively
employ an analogous middle term. For Cajetan a term is analogous if the
i ation-il content to which it coi i esponcls in one casc is diflei ent but logic lIly
i-elated to the rational content to which it corresponds in another case so
that it may function as a syllogistic middle A tei m is cqtnvocal if in diflet
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ent cases it corresponds to rational content that is different but not so
related. By contrast, David 1-lume (1711—1776), in the spirit of John Duns
Scotus, makes no such contrast between analogous and equivocal terms.’
I-fume judges that syllogisms with analogous middles can be inductively
cogent at best since, in his view, the different rational content correspond
ing to the analogues is related sufficiently to ensure only the probable
entailment of conclusion from premises.” The present article endeavors to
employ the technical apparatus of standard symbolic logic to support
Gajetan’s claim.”

2. ANCIENT AND SCHOLASTIC DOCTRINES OF ANALOGY

Scholastic doctrine on analogy and inference draws its principle inspiration
from the logical works of Aristotle, who makes three fundamental assertions
pertaititg to syllogistic inference and analogous middle terms. First,
Aristotle recognizes that only non-equivocal middle terms possess the logi
cal unity required for scientific demonstration.

Demonstration necessarily implies the possibility of truly predicating the
same term of many individuals. Without this possibility we have no univer
sal, and without a universal we have no middle term, and so demonstration
becomes impossible. We conclude, then, that demonstration requires a sin
gle identical term unequivocally predicable of a in’ mber of individuals.’

The rational content that an eqtuvocal middle term associates with the
major term differs from the rational content that it associates with the minor
so that the middle does not logically unite major and minor under a single
general concept, and the conclusion does not follow with deductive force. It
should be noted, however, that Aristotle stipulates only that a middle term
should be non-equivocal (~°i ó[xmvullov). He does not, for example, go so far
as to require it to be univocal (uuvwvuIAov), a form of predication that he dis
cusses elsewhere without hesitation.”

Second, Aristotle claims that in addition to univocal and equivocal terms
a third type must be recognized since sometimes the essence of a non-
empirical thing can be understood by comparison to the empirical.

We must not seek a definition of everything but sometimes be content to
grasp things by analogy, as we grasp what a biulder is from a building, and
what sleeping is from waking, antI what the ability to see is, even when eyes
ate shut, from the act of seeing, and the notion of ‘unshaped material,’
from what has shape, and the notion of ‘the tin—worked’ from that of a fin
ished product.”

Aristotle’s examples here raise many questions worthy of consideration. For
example, the notion of ‘unshaped material’ on the face of it seems to be
paradoxical. Strictly speaking, any material thing has shape. Aristotle’s
poit~t here is that we may speak of a material thing as being unshaped with
respect to some shape that it potentially~ While the “unshaped—
ness” is not empn-ically verifiable, it can be understood by analogy with what
is empii-ically verifiable.
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Finally, speaking directly to the qtmestion of analogotms terms in logical
inference, Aiistotle explicitly asserts that an analogous middle term is a
legitimate means of uniting the major antI minor terms ofa syllogism.

A ftmrther method of selecting [a middle term to establish entailment] is by
analogy: for we cannot find a single identical name for a squid’s pounce, a
fish’s spine, and an animal’s bone, although these possess common 1)101)—
erlies as if there were a single osseotms nattire. . . . Analogical middle lermns
can be used to prove that things are identical by analogy.”

Hei-e Aristotle’s remark addi-esses the conventional nature of language and
the theory of nattu-al kinds. Given that common lingtiistic usage does not
exhatmstively reflect the i-cal similarities among things, a term properly
applicable to one may be applicable also to a similar thing by analogy in view
of some common i-ational characteristic. When such a term is employed as
a syllogistic middle it possesses sufficient logical tinity to unite extremes,
and thereby to engender scientific demonstration. In the absence of a
deeper dialectical analysis or a moi-e piecise technical apparattis, however,
Aristotle’s remarks i-emain inchoate.

Thomas Aqtnnas, promoting the scholastic agenda of nattn-al theology,
famotisly applies Aristotle’s clocti-ines on analogical predication and infer
ence to the problem of establishing the rationality of discourse about the
divine attribtttes.

It is impossible to predicate something of God and creattmre tinivocally. This
is so because every effect not equal to the power of the agent cause receives
likeness of the agent not according to the same ,i!io, btit deficiently, so that
what is divided and many in the effects, in the cause is simply and in one
manne But neither is any predicated purely eqtiivocally, as some have
said, for otherwise nothing could he known or demonsi rated abotut. God
from creatures without always encountering the fallacy of equivocation.
Thus, it must he admitted that such names are said of God and creatures
by analogy, which is to say, by proportion.’’

On the one hand, the same rational content cannot he pm-edicatecl of God
and creature univocally on pain of metaphysically assimilating God the

of all perfections, to the ci-eatures in which these perfections aie
divided among many. On the other hand, if rational content could be pred
icated of God and creattue only equivocally, then thei-e wotild be no science
of the divine attributes.

With his doctrine on analogical predication Aquinas aims to biidge the
epistemic gal) between God and creature, while pm-eserving their metaphys
ical difference. In one kind of pm-edication, ti-aditionally called “analogy of
inequality,” the same tem-m i-elates cliflèrent things to i-ational content that is
the same inasmuch as it asci-ibes membership of many things to a common
genus, although in diffei-ent clegiees in each case.

Gajetan agrees with Aquinas that such preclicatioi~ is univocal with respect
to the rational content predicated of different subjects, and equivocal with
respect to the being this i-ational content assumes in subjects of pi-edication.

This analogy St. Thonias in his Coinmenan’ on the Scute,ues I, (list. 19 calls
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‘analogy according oniy to being” since the analogues ale comparable in
the ,-atio signified by the corn mon name, but al-c not comparable in the
being of that i-a/jo. For it has more perfect being in one case than in the
othenThis sort of analogy the logician calls “univocal,” but the philoso
pher ‘equivocal” since the one considers the intentions of the word, and
the other considers natures. o

Whether consiclei-ed logically with respect to the intentions pt-edicated, or
metaphysically with respect to the being of what is predicated, this kind of
pi-edication is not appi-opriate for God and ci-eature since considered as
univocation it metaphysically assimilates God and cieature, and consides-ed
as equivocation it fosters no science of the divine attributes.

In another kind of predication, traditionally called “analogy of attribti
tion,” thei-e is a shared unity of meaning derivable fi-om the proportional rela
tion of analogues to some single thing. Hete the same rational content is pi-ed—
icated of many things, but has being only in one of them to which the othei-s
are i-elated)’ This is the “pros hen” analogy of Aristotle’s Metaphysics,’1 call
analogia fr;v~oflionis by Aquinas and analogia. alt rihu/ionis by Cajetan, and often
divided into analogy of attribution by intrinsic or extrinsic denomination.

Aquinas notes that the unity of meaning in this kind of predication is
entirely lacking among pure equivocals, and is different only in pi-oportion
from the unity of meaning among univocals.

In what is said analogically, the i-a/jo is neither one, as it is in univocals, nor
totally different, as in equivocals. Rather, an analogous term signifies dif—
fei-ent pI-oportions with m-espect to some one thing, as ‘healthy when said
of urine signifies a sign of an animal’s health, and when said of medicine
signifies the cause of that health.’’

Commenting on Aquinas’ clocti-ine Cajetan notes that such predication is a
form of equivocation.

These analogues al-c called “equivocal” by the logician, as is clear in the
beginning of the categories, where animal is said equivocally of a real animal
and of a picture of an animal. Au animal picture is called “animal,” not by
put-c equivocation, but by atti-ibution to a i-cal animal, and in its ia/jo inas
much as it manifestly shows an animal, a teal animal is meant hese ale
called analogous among the Latins because diverse proportions are said to
i-elate to one Nevertheless this is a misuse of the tm-ni, though much less
so than the first case, [the so—called “analogy of inequality”].’’

Thus, for Cajetan, the analogy of attribution, like the analogy of inequality,
cannot foster the science of the divine names.

In a thii-d kind of predication, called “analogy of proper proportionality”
by Cajetan,” unity of meaning deiives neither fi-om common rational content
nor ftom the relation of analogues to some single thing, but fi-om the identity
of the proportion exhibited by the rational content of each analogue.” Aquinas
provides one example from mathematics and another fi-om psychology.

Agreement is occasionally noted, not between two things that have a plo
~ between them, but between two related pt-oportions. For example,
six has something in corn mon with four because six is two times three, just
as four is two times two. The agreement between healthy urine and healthy

medicine is one of pi-oportion. That between six and four is one of pro—
portiommlity. We find something predicated analogously of two i-ealities
accot-ding to the lb-st type of agreement when one of them has a relation to
the othe it... Sometimes, howevet-. a thing is pied icated analogously
according to the second type of agreement, as when sight is predicated of
bodily sight and of the intellect because undet-standi ig is in the mind as
sight is in the eye.”

While Aquinas does 1-ecognize this as the type of analogy suitable for piedi—
cation of God and of creature,” he does not explain the logical superiority of
this type over the lu-st two with respect to the capacity to foster valid deduc—
tiony Thus his logical doctrine on analogy as well as his natut-al theology of
the divine attributes is left open to the criticism ofJohn Dtins Scotus.

Scotus focuses his analysis of valid decltiction on the capacity of ternis to
engender contradiction when they are simultaneously affirmed and denied
of the same subject. It is clear to Scotus that univocal terms ~055~55 the log
ical unity required to beget such contradiction:

Let the-c be no disagreement concerning the i~’om-d ‘tmnivocation.’ 1 call a
concept ‘tinivocal’ which is one in the sense that its unity sti flices for con—
tradiction when affirming and denying it of (lie same thing.

Lacking a comprehensive logical analysis of analogous terms, howevet; Scotus
concludes that only a univocal tei-m has stiflicient logical unity of meaning to
function “as a syllogistic middle so that the extremes united by the middle can
bejuclged to be united as one without the fallacy of equivocation.”’ Therefoi-e,
~1i 0pp05~~~01~ to his Thomistic contemporaries, Scotus limits what can be
known scientifically about Cod’s existence or natui-e to what can be dleduced
by syllogisms employing exclusively univocal middle terms. Given the theo
logical requii-ement of metaphysical cliflëi-ence between God and ci-eatu-e,
rational theology tinder Scotus’ 1-egimen becomes a largely impossible project.
For Scotus only a univocal middle term is sufficient to ensure that a syllogism’s
conclusion follows with logical necessity from its pi-emises. Syllogisms with
analogous middle terms commit the fallacy of equivocation.

Cajetan explicitly rejects Scotus’ conclusion that only univocal middle
terms suffice to avoid the fallacy of equivocation. Terms related by the anal
ogy of proper proportionality possess sufficient logical unity to unite the
major and minor terms of a syllogism.

They ale deceived who follow Scot.us Seeing in the analogue the dive,-—
sity of logical feattn’es they (10 not consider its concealed unity and identity.
For logical feattmres can be accepted in two ways: one, in themselves, as they
am-c el istinguished fm-om each other and those which ag-ce with them as
such, and anotheit as they am-c pi-oportionally the sane, Used in the Ri-st
way they lead to eqttivocation - Used in the second way they do not because
whatever agt-ees with one case agrees wit Ii the other case proportionally,
and whatever is denied of one, is denied of the other proportionally.
Whatever ag’-ees with a similar, insofar as it is si milat-, agi-ees also with that
to which it is similar, while always saving the proportionality.”

The meaning of one instance of an analogous term can be ascertained
becatise its rational content exhibits the same proportion exhibited by the
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rational content of another instance whose meaning is already known. A syl
logism whose middle term has rational content that is cliflèrent in each
premise but that is identical in virtue of a shared proportion avoids the fal
lacy of equivocation. On this basis Cajetan judges analogous middles to be
suitable for use in deductive reasoning about the divine attributes. “With
the proportionality saved, there is science of the analogue.”~°

On Gajetan’s view terms related by the analogy of proper proportional
ity are unified by a concept that is superior, or more inclusive in extension
than their concepts, namely, the concept of the proportion exhibited by the
term’s rational content in different instances. Univocal terms by contrast
share a superior concept founded on particular shared rational content, not
on a proportion exhibited by this content.

The superiority is based on the identity of the ratio of what is signified, that
is, on the fact that what is signified is found not only in this [thing], but that
same feature, same in ia/jo though not in number, is Found in another
[thing]. Univocation, howevei; is founded on evely kind of identity, namely
on the identity of the ratio of the thing signified, that is on the fact that the
ratio of the thing signified in this [thing] and in that are wholly the
same. . . . The analogue is proportionally superior, because it is founded on
the identity of the proportions of the ratio of the things signified. The supe
riority of the u nivocal, however, is simple antI precise, since it. is founded
on every kind of identity of the ratio of the thing signified.”

The concept of the proportion exhibited by the rational content of ana
logtles is correspondingly imperfect in that its intention excludes the thifer—
entiac of the analogues. This superior and imperfect concept is not a com
mon genus, but the concept of the identity of the proportion exhibited by
the rational content of different instances of an analogous term.” Thus, the
foundation of sameness of analogous terms is not that they fall under an
identical superior and imperfect concept whose rational contents are exhib
ited by both analogues.

If such a concept did constitute a common genus, for Cajetan it could
not be used in predication of God and creature. In analogous predication
of God and creature no rational content is taken univocally but its propor
tional identity is shared.

The ratio of wisdom is accepted and aspects of it that a,-e imperfections al-c
taken away from it by the intellect. From the flict that that which is formally
proper to it, includes perfection without imperfection, it is concluded thus
that in God the ia/jo of wisdom is not wholly other nor wholly the same, hut
the same proportionally, because sameness between God and creattne is
not u nivocal, but analogous.”

Cajetan gives no indication of how the validity of syllogisms with analogous
middles may be formally expressed. An explicit formalized account is given
below of the proportional identity of rational content of syllogistic middles.
This account, howevei~ differs from Gajetan’s by requiring that analogous
predicates belong to a common genus, which each predicate instantiates
according to its own differentia. Since this requirement concerns the ana
logues predicated and not their subjects of predication, it does not presei~t

an obstacle to analogous predication of God antI creature, which cannot
belong to a common genus. Though the point would require its own dedi
catecl treatment, it may be noted briefly that Aquinas addresses this prob
lem by distinguishing between the stibject of predication according to its
entity (secunduin ieui) and according to the rational content of its concept
(senoi thim i-a tioiiem).

Plu lalit)’ of attributes [predicated of God] in no way prejudges the highest
unity, since those which in others al-c plural in him arc one, and the plu
rality remains such secant/nm ,rthouem, which is not opposed to the highest
unity in ir.’

Theology demands that God and creature share no common genus, but
terms predicated of them may possess common rational intelligible notes.

God and creattire in no way have the same nature univocally speaking,
but the rational content used to refer to them may have a common piopor
tion. This proportioi~ may be expi-essed in terms of the rational content of a
gentis and its thJfrentiae. Adequate logical formalization of analogues by
proper proportionality must express the relation of the identical proportion
of rational content exhibited by each analogue to a common genus so that a
common term may be used to indicate the cliflerent btlt proportioimlly iclen—
tical rational content of each analogtie without equivocation Instantiation of
the common genus occurs according to the identical proportion exhibitetl by
the generic differentiae of instance of the analogous term.

The validity of a syllogism with an analogous middle does not depend
upon the shared rational content corresponding to the common gentis of the
analogues, but on the common pioportion exhibited by the (tifferentia of a
common genus. The common genus is the origin of a common term, which
is used in different cases according to various dzfferenhae, but which corre—
sponcls in each case to an identical proportion, thereby avoiding equivocation.

Thus, the analogy of proper proportionality is established by more than
structural isomorphisin. In analogy structural isomorphisin must be
expressed with respect to rational content corresponding to a common
genus. Formal analysis of the inferential force of syllogisms with analogous
middles mtist express both the proportional isomorphism and the genus
common to the analogotis preclic~ites in order to make formally manifest
that the common proportion exhibited by the various generic diffrrentiae is
referred to by the analogous term?’

3. THE FORMALIZATION OF ANALOGICAL DEDUCTION

Gajetan’s observations about analogical deduction may be developed and stip—
plemented by examining a natural language argument whose middle term is
analogous by ploper proportionality. If the term clear—sighted’ in the follow
ing argument were interpreted as being eqtuvocal, meaning ‘has accurate sen
sory perceptiol~’ (5) in premise 1, and has accurate rational perception (It) in
premise 2, formalization in standard first-order predicate logic w’oulcl show
that the predicate ‘has true beliefs’ (B) in the consequent of premise 1 cannot
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be affirmed of Tiresias (t) with the force of deductive necessity:

1) If Tiresias is clear-sighted, then he has trtie belief.
2) Tiresias is clear-sighted.
3) Therefore, Tiresias has true beliefs.

I) St DBt
2)j~
3) Bt notjustified by modus ponens

I-Iowevei; standard first-order predicate logic ignores three features of this
argument that ought to be expressed symbolically if the inferential link
between premises and conclusion is to be made formally explicit.

First, the common genus of the different instances of the analogous term
must be expressed. The two senses of ‘clear-sighted,’ namely ‘has accurate
perception in vision’ and ‘has accurate perception in understanding’ are both
members of the gentis ‘has accurate perception’ (P). As mentioned above,
Cajetan recognizes only that terms related by the analogy of proper propor
tionality are related by the concept of their proportional identity.”2 1-Ic does
not recognize that the proportional identity exhibited by the rational content
of the analogous terms is expressed by differentiac of a common genus. It
should be noted, however, that in agreement with Cajetan, the inferential
capacity of analogous terms does not derive from the shared rational content
attributable to this common genus.

The common genus of analogous terms is not only a broader concept,
but also a comparatively imperfect one since it excludes the respective difr
ferentiae of analogous terms.” The second feature of an adequate symbol
ization of the analogy of proper proportionality that is overlooked by stan
dard first-order predicate logic is the expression of these diJferentiae.

While Cajetan overlooks the meaning of the common genus in express
ing the common proportionality of analogues, he does recognize that ana
lyzing terms “as they are proportionally the same” avoids equivocation.”’
Expression of this proportional similarity constittites the third feature of an
adequate symbolization of the analogy of proper proportionality that is
overlooked by standard first-order predicate logic.

Given these three features of analogical predication the following tech
nical apparatus permits evaluation of the deductive validity of the cited
aigument via what may be called a “calculus of predicables”:

Let ‘P’ be a constant for ‘perception.’
Let ‘B’ be a constant for ‘belief.’
Let ‘V’ be constant for ‘vision.’
Let ‘E’ be constant for ‘eye.’
Let ‘U’ be constant for ‘understanding.’
Let ‘M’ be constant for ‘mind.’

A term’s generic difference can be expressed as a proportion in two differ
ent ways by filling the blank spaces of a proportion function “‘7.’ The first

of these ways expresses a proportion between the difference actually pred
icated and a range of possible differences for that gentis. In this case the
proportion function ‘~i’ is filled with a constant for the actual difference
in the first blank, and the range of differences to which the actual difference
belongs in the second blank. This can be expressed by expanding the sym
bolization key given above as follows:

Let ‘5’ be constant for ‘sensation.’
Let ‘0’ be constant for ‘olfaction.’
Let ‘T’ be constant for ‘touch.’
Let ‘A’ be constant for ‘audition.’
Let ‘G’ be constant for ‘gttstation.’

The diffe,-ence symbol ‘7s,’ expresses the proportioi~ between the actual clif
ference ‘sensation’ and a range of differences including only itself Similarly,
the difference symbol’’’’ ‘“7n,,~,;’ expresses the proportioi~ obtaining
between the full actualization of the possible range of differences and that
lange. By contrast, the difference symbol “‘‘‘YvmM;’ expresses the proportion
between the actual differences ‘olfaction,’ ‘touch’ and ‘gustation, and the
complete range of possible differences for that genus.

An analogous term may be symbolized by filling the first blank s~xtce of
an analogue function ‘ ,‘ with a genus constant in the first blank, and
a proportioi~ function ‘~~~/‘ as described above. For example, with respect
to the analogues of the term ‘clear-sighted’ the analogue symbol ‘(P7~)’ sig
nilies that the genus corresponding to the predicate ‘has accurate percep
tion’ is predicated in i-elation to the diflerence ‘sensory’ in the proportion of
7~. Similarly, the analogue symbol ‘P’/v,,,u;’ signifies that the same genus is
predicated in relation to the difference ‘tactile’ in the proportioi~ of 1/V(y,,v,.

Such symbolic formalization of the “predlicaii~el~tal structure” of analogous
terms, the i’elation of their differences, species, genera etc., permits the pro—
portional identity of these terms to be formally manifest.

The analogy of inequality can be formalized by means of this first mode
of expressing a term ~ ~‘ proportion. This can be seen by formalizing the
following natural language argument in terms of the apparattis and sym
bolization key articulated above:

I) If Helen Keller is clear-sighted, then she has true beliefs.
2) Helen Keller is clear-sighted.
3) Therefore, Helen Keller has true beliefs.

I ) (P ‘°‘ ‘~ ‘/~c,, )h D (B VU IA ui) h
2) (P ~ I’’

3) (B ~ ‘~ /v,, ,~c;) h

In this argtiment the instances of the middle ‘clear—sighted’ are similar in
the intention of something common, but that common thing does not have
the being of one intention in them, so the middle is equivocal. The argu—

I
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ment would become valid only if the equivocal middle were replaced in
each case by a common predicate, thus forging the inferential link via a uni
vocal tenn, as the following formalization shows;

1) (P ~/i)l~ D(B S/s)Fi
2) (P 1/s)h
3) (B 2/1)h

A term’s generic difference can be expressed as a proportion in a sec
ond way. This can be seen where an analogous term is symbolized via an
analogue function ‘ ‘ in which the first blank space is filled with a
genus constant, and a proportioi~ function ‘ 7’ is filled with a constant
for the generic difference in the first space, and a constant for something
to which this difference is being related proportionally in the second
instance. For example, returning to the argument about Tiresias in which
‘clear—sighted’ is interpreted as ‘has accurate pei-ceptioii in vision’ (V) in
premise 1, and ‘has accurate perception in understanding’ (U) in premise
2, the proportion function ‘ may be filled with a constant for the
actual generic difference ‘vision’ in the first instance, and a constant for the
eye, the organ by which that difference is actualized in the second instance.
The analogue function ‘P”/i~’ may thus signify that the genus ‘perception’ is
predicated in relation to the actual difference ‘vision,’ and that the actual
difference is expressed in relation to the organ of vision, the eye, as the
proportion ‘/E.

The analogue function ‘P7E’ may also be set in an eqtiation whose sec
ond term is a numerical proportion. For example, the expression ‘P7t= li’
signifies that the actual generic difference ‘vision’ of the genus ‘peiceptioi~’
actualizes its organ, the eye, completely, or in a proportion of li. The
expression ‘P’/t= ‘/2’ signifies that the actual generic difference ‘vision’ of the
genus ‘perception’ actualizes its organ, the eye, half way, or in a proportion
of ‘/~. The expression ‘B’JE= ‘I’ signifies that a belief based on the actual
generic difference ‘vision’ actualizes its organ the eye completely. The
expression ‘P~’/ti = ‘li signifies that the actual generic difference ‘under
standing’ of the genus ‘perception’ actualizes its organ the mind completely;
and the expression ‘B~/ti= li’ signifies that the belief based on the actual
generic difference ‘understanding’ actualizes its organ the mind completely.

From the expressions ‘P’7E= ‘/i’ and ‘PUYM = ‘/i’ a superior concept may be
abstracted that represents the common proportional identity, ‘P’/~,’ meaning
that in each case there is complete perception according to some unspecified
generic diflèrence and means. Similarly from ‘BVEI= ‘7,’ and BU7ti= 1,’ a 5upe—
nor concept may be abstracted that represents the common proportional
identity, ‘B’/i,’ meaning that in each case there is proportioi~ally identical true
belief according to some unspecified generic difference and means.

By expressing the proportiotial identity of the analogues but not their
generic differentiae and means the following argument may be formalized
in first-order predicate logic as indicated, and thus, recognized as a valid
instance of modus frofle)ls

1) If Tiresias has perception in a proportion of li with respect to
some unspecified generic difference and means, then he has true
belief in a proportion of ‘7’ with respect to some unspecified
generic difference and means.

2) Tiresias has perception in a proportion of Vi with respect to some
unspecified generic difference and means.

3) Therefore, Tiresias has true belief in a proportioti of ‘7 with
respect to some unspecified generic difference and means.

1) (P’/i)t D(B’/,)t
2) (P’/i)t
3) (B’/i)t 2, 3 modus pollens

On the other hand, by formalizing not only the proportional identity of the
analogues but also their generic differentiae and means, the analogical
inferential link of the following argument may be formalized as indicated;

I) If Tiresias has clear pelteption in the sense of having full ocular
vision, then he has beliefs substantiated by full ocular vision.

2) Tiresias has clear perceptioti in the sense of having full mental
u n cI erstan ding.

3) Therefore, Tiresias has beliefs substantiated by full mental
tin d ersta nd ing.

1) (P/i (7 = ‘/i))t D B/i (7= ‘/flt
2) [P/i (‘7’, = ‘7)]
3) [B/i (°/~ = ‘/i)]i 1, 2 Inodlis pollens (nlalogice

The rule of inference justifying this entailment functions mt,ch like the
familiar modusponens rule, with the significant difference that the inferential
link is constituted not by a univocal term, but by an analogous one in virtue
of the proportional identity of its instances. Accordingly, this rule may be
called modus fattens analogice. The legitimacy of this rule and the calculus of
preclicables presented here ought to be judged on the same basis as that of
the traditional modus ponens rule, namely, immediate logical intuition of its
truth—preserving capacit)c The present article has endeavored to facilitate
this logical intuition by making explicit the relevant logical strtictures
employed in inference by the analogy of proportioiiality.
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sect. 106. METHODOLOGICAL NATURALISM,
INTELLIGENT DESIGN, AND

LESSONS FROM THE HISTORY OF
EMBRYOLOGY

Christopher H. Pearson

Abstract: Intelligent Design propoi~nu consistently deny that science is
rightfUlly governed by the norm of methodological nattnalism—tha inde
pendent of one’s actual metaphysical commitments regarding the natural!
supernatural, a scientist, qua scientist, mtist behave as if the world is consti—
tt,tecl by the natural, malarial z,’orhl. This essay works to develop more fully a
pragmatic justification fbr methodological nattualism, one that focuses on a
number of key elements found in 17th and 18th centtiry embryology.

Intelligent Design theorists have vehemently rejected the refrain that sci
ence observe the stricture of methodological naturalism—that independent
of one’s actt,al metaphysical conunitments regarding the natural/super
natural, a scientist, qua scientist, must behave as if the world is constittited
by the natural, material world. Among Intelligent Design proponents, the
argumentative approaches for rejecting methodological naturalism vary.
Alvin Plantinga’s critique of methodological nattiralism surveys a myriad of
positive proposals for adopting it, contending that all are insufficient in
their attempt to demonstrate methodological naturalism is essential to sci
ence.’ More recently, William Dembski has called methodological natural—
isin a “strait jacket” on science, tincluly constraining its aims.2 Not surpris
ingly, the threat to methodological naturalism has spa~vnecl a range of argu
ments in its defense. Pervasive through many of these arguments is a single
theme, namely an appeal (implicitly or explicitly) to the history of science.
In broad outline, the appeal notes that science has learned much through
its history about the norms for successful scientific practice, and prti~cipal
among those norms is a commitment to methodological nawralism.
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